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Preventing radicalisation

Children are vulnerable to extremist ideology and radicalisation. Similar to 
protecting children from other forms of harms and abuse, protecting children from 
this risk should be a part of a schools’ or colleges’ safeguarding approach. 

Extremism is the vocal or active opposition to our fundamental values, including 
democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty and the mutual respect and tolerance 
of different faiths and beliefs. This also includes calling for the death of members of 
the armed forces. 

Radicalisation refers to the process by which a person comes to support terrorism 
and extremist ideologies associated with terrorist groups. 

Terrorism is an action that endangers or causes serious violence to a 
person/people; causes serious damage to property; or seriously interferes or 
disrupts an electronic system. The use or threat must be designed to influence the 
government or to intimidate the public and is made for the purpose of advancing a 
political, religious or ideological cause.



• There is no single way of identifying whether a child is likely to be 
susceptible to an extremist ideology. Background factors combined with 
specific influences such as family and friends may contribute to a child’s 
vulnerability. 

• Similarly, radicalisation can occur through many different methods (such as 
social media or the internet) and settings (such as within the home). 

• However, it is possible to protect vulnerable people from extremist 
ideology and intervene to prevent those at risk of radicalisation being 
radicalised. 

• As with other safeguarding risks, staff should be alert to changes in 
children’s behaviour, which could indicate that they may be in need of help 
or protection. Staff should use their judgement in identifying children who 
might be at risk of radicalisation and act proportionately which may include 
the designated safeguarding lead (or deputy) making a Prevent referral



Prevent is about safeguarding 

people and communities from 

the threat of terrorism. 

Prevent is 1 of the 4 elements of 

CONTEST, the Government’s 

counter-terrorism strategy:

PREVENT aims to stop people 

becoming terrorists or 

supporting Terrorism

What is PREVENT?

Pursue Protect

Prepare Prevent



Signs of radicalisation- what to look for

• There are many factors that can make someone vulnerable to 
radicalisation. They can apply to any age, social class, religion, ethnic 
or educational background.

• More important than any one specific sign is the sense that 
something is not quite right with the person you’re worried about. 
You could spot one sign or a combination of signs that are increasing 
in intensity.

• Sometimes they can be indicators of other underlying issues or 
challenges that are not connected to radicalisation. If you are 
concerned, trust your instincts and log your concern on CPOMs and 
speak to a DSL.



Signs and Vulnerabilities

• There is no single route to radicalisation. However, there are certain 
behaviours you can watch out for that we often see when someone is 
being led down the path of extremism. 

• These signs and vulnerabilities are not listed in any order of importance. 

• Some of these behaviours and vulnerabilities can make a person more at 
risk of being exploited. 

• Identifying them doesn't necessarily mean someone is being radicalised. 

• There can be other explanations behind the behaviours you are seeing. 

• If you are worried, then act early and log your concern on CPOMs and 
speak to a DSL.



Being influenced or controlled by a group

• Radicalisers can be very persuasive and have a dominating effect on 
young or vulnerable people who are feeling the pressure to fit in.

• Is the person you’re worried about talking as if from someone else’s 
script? Do you think they are expressing their own views and beliefs? 
Are you worried they are becoming intolerant to anyone who is not 
sharing their views?



An obsessive or angry desire for change or ‘something 
to be done’

• Some people react strongly to acts of extremism and terrorism, or 
to perceived injustices, whether in the UK or in other countries. 
Sometimes, this can lead to a powerful desire for change or 
‘something to be done’ to address these concerns.

• Radicalisers can exploit these feelings and offer an ‘answer’ to the 
problem or issue the person is angry or upset about.

• They might believe that becoming involved in extremist groups 
offering a chance for violent action and not just ‘talk’ will help them 
achieve a solution.



Spending an increasing amount of time online and 
sharing extreme views on social media.

• Radicalisers are increasingly operating online to target and influence 
vulnerable people via online gaming and social media platforms.

• At first, they can use innocuous or typical looking pages or sites that are 
not extreme in any way. Then they will seek to invite the person into a 
‘closed’ group where extremist views are expressed. They do this to make 
the person feel special or part of a select group.

• Is the person you’re worried about reading, posting, watching or sharing 
hateful or extreme content and links? Are they secretive about which 
groups or people they are talking to online?

• Exposure to online propaganda can increase the desire for adventure for 
some people that involve potentially dangerous situations. This desire for 
risk taking can be exploited by radicalisers who are intent on recruiting 
susceptible people to participate in ‘exciting opportunities.’



Personal crisis

• Many people will experience a significant conflict or trauma at some 
point in their lives such as a bereavement or a relationship 
breakdown with a partner, friends or family. This could also be a 
major transition in life. If they’re already feeling alone, under threat 
or insecure, this can make them seek new solutions or comfort in 
unexpected places.

• Most people find ways of navigating life’s challenges and will not find 
themselves drawn into extremism. However, some might turn to new 
ways of behaving and thinking that help them cope. Radicalisers are 
sensitive to the signals that people in this position may exhibit, and 
will seek to exploit their vulnerability. Have you noticed someone is 
struggling with significant change?



Need for identity, meaning and belonging

• Sometimes people experience issues concerning their identity or 
where they feel they fit in or belong. This can make them feel very 
distant from their friends, family and community and lead them to 
seek out new groups or people.

• There is nothing concerning on its own about finding new interests or 
making new friends. But are they cutting themselves off completely 
from old friends or family?

• Are they happy to share any details or information about any new 
friends or groups they are involved with?



Mental health issues

• The vast majority of people suffering from depression, anxiety, Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder or other mental health issues or 
personality disorders are not drawn down the path of extremism.

• However, for some people it can increase their vulnerability to 
influence by extremists who seek to capitalise on their mental health 
issues and exploit any instability.



Looking to blame others

• For some people when life isn’t turning out like they thought or wanted it 
to be, they can look to blame things on other people, groups or events. 
They might feel a sense of injustice or grievance about their own 
situation or others.

• Is the person you are worried about feeling angry and frustrated by the 
way they feel others may perceive them? Do they feel overlooked or 
rejected by society? Do they feel they are being left behind and blame 
other groups or communities for their situation? Do they seem very critical 
or intolerant of other people or groups?

• Have you tried to have a conversation with them but found they would not 
engage in any alternative views and seemed inflexible or rigid in their 
opinion?



Desire for status, need to dominate

• For some people a feeling of inadequacy or lack of identity may lead 
to a desire for greater power and standing in their community. Is the 
person you’re worried about showing signs of a desire to command 
respect and control others? Are they talking about their unmet 
aspirations?



What factors can increase someone’s 
vulnerability to radicalisation?
Internal factors

• Struggling with a sense of identity and feeling confused where they fit in or belong

• Feeling under threat either personally, or as part of a community

• Feeling angry or wronged about events like conflicts or terrorist incidents happening in the UK or abroad

• Mental health issues

• A traumatic life event like bereavement, or the loss of a job or home

• Experiencing racism, bullying or discrimination

• Family issues

• Feeling left behind

External Factors

• Community tensions

• Knowing someone who is expressing extreme views or who have joined extremist organisations or groups

• Terrorist incidents that have happened in the UK or abroad

• Events or incidents that are affecting a specific group or community, either in the UK or abroad



There are some behaviours which we often see when someone is being 
led down the path towards extremism. You might see one sign 
increasing in intensity or a combination of different signs.
• a change in behaviour

• changing their circle of friends

• isolating themselves from family and friends

• talking as if from a scripted speech

• unwillingness or inability to discuss their views

• a sudden disrespectful attitude towards others

• increased levels of anger

• increased secretiveness, especially around internet use

• accessing extremist material online

• using extremist or hate terms to exclude others or incite violence

• writing or creating artwork promoting violent extremist messages



Radicalisation as a four stage process

1. Pre-radical - The person joins or identifies with a group or 
organisation

2. Self-identify - The person believes and accepts the beliefs and 
views held by the group or organisation

3. Indoctrination -The person is groomed by the group or organisation 
pulling them further down the pathway

4. Terrorism - The person becomes involved in committing terrorist 
acts



British Values

We all have a duty to ‘actively promote’ the fundamental British values of:

• Democracy, 

• The rule of law, 

• Individual liberty 

• Mutual respect and tolerance of those with different faiths and beliefs.

We can do this through our curriculum, assemblies and in our discussions 
with students



educateagainsthate.com



www.internetmatters.org/issues/fake-news-and-misinformation-advice-hub/



What do I do if I have a concern?

• The best way to protect someone and prevent them from going down 
a dangerous path is to share your concerns early so they can get the 
help and support they need.

• Extremism and radicalisation are safeguarding concerns and should 
be dealt with using our existing safeguarding procedures - act early -
log your concern on CPOMs and speak to a DSL.



Propaganda and extremist content online

• Radicalisers are using the internet to target, persuade and recruit 
vulnerable people. They do this by posting extreme and often violent 
images, messages, speeches and videos on social media, private 
messaging platforms, gaming platforms and forums.

• They use a number of tactics to recruit people including actively 
spreading fake news, which has been created to exploit people’s 
worries and insecurities. They will also look to distort news stories 
about unemployment or homelessness for example, and start to build 
their own narrative around it.



Social media
• The online space can be a dangerous 

space.

• Social media is one of the hardest threats 
to tackle because of how young people 
use it and algorithms.

Facebook will use a range of ranking signals to determine 
whether or not to display a post in your newsfeed, and in what 
order to display these posts. It will then discard any posts that 
the user is unlikely to engage with and score the remaining posts 
in a personalised way. This is based on how you have engaged 
with similar posts in the past. All of these posts are then 
arranged to display a variety of media types from different 
sources to keep the user engaged and scrolling…Instagram’s 
algorithm and feed work in a very similar way to Facebook.



Prevent and Covid 19 - The perfect storm

Due to pandemic pupils have been at home and have spent largely 

significant periods of time online.

The Black Lives Matter movement and the subsequent Far-Right responses 

mean that our young people have viewed and/or engaged in content in 

relation to this.

We should be aware of and vigilant of these circumstances and seek advice 

from DSLs if we see/hear anything that is related to the Far Right rhetoric.



Plymouth 12 August 21

The Plymouth shooting was a mass murder in the Keyham area of 
Plymouth, Devon, United Kingdom, on 12 August 2021. 

Six people were killed, including the gunman, identified as 22-year-old 
Jake Davison. Two others were injured. 

Jake had links to the INCEL movement.



INCELS: Involuntary celibates

• INCELS Involuntary celibates, known as Incels are members of an online subculture who 
define themselves as unable to find a romantic or sexual partner despite desiring one. 

• Discussions in incel forums are often characterized 
by resentment, misogyny, misanthropy, self-pity and self-loathing, racism, a sense 
of entitlement to sex, and the endorsement of violence against sexually active people. 
Incels are mostly male and heterosexual. Estimates of the overall size of the subculture 
vary greatly, ranging from thousands to hundreds of thousands. 

• At least six mass murders, resulting in a total of 44 deaths, have been committed since 
2014 by men who have either self-identified as incels or who had mentioned incel-
related names and writings in their private writings or Internet postings. Incel 
communities have been criticized by the media and researchers for being misogynistic, 
encouraging violence, spreading extremist views, and radicalizing their members. 

• Beginning in 2018, the incel ideology has increasingly been described as 
a terrorism threat, and a February 2020 attack in Toronto, Canada became the first 
instance of allegedly incel-related violence to be prosecuted as an act of terrorism.



All staff are required to complete the iHASCO

Prevent Duty

training at the beginning of this term.

( You should have received a link on your emails )


